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Abstract 

Video-based electronic portal imaging devices (EPIDs) are the most common type 

of portal imager found in chical practice. In addition to providing a method to detect 

and correct patient set-up errors and record treatments, possibilities exîst for the 

dosimetnc use of video-based EPIDs. To determine if a particular system is suitable for 

dosirnetry, the entire system and especially the camera should be thoroughly tested and 

calibrated. Comparisons were made of the performance of a Newvicon camera and a 

CCD camera in a video-based EPID. Tests were performed on the carneras to investigate 

linearity, noise, frame grabber effects, clamphg error, and lens vignetting. Tests of the 

entire imaging system were performed to determine the behaviour of the veiling glare, the 

unifonnity of the spatial sensitivity, and the EPID response with changes in field size and 

phantom thickness. The veiling glare was caused by several factors: the mirror, the 

cameras themselves, and the phantom scatter and beam hardening. The magnitude of the 

glare was spatially dependent. The EPID response was not spatially uniform, but 

increased by approximately 25% in the region farthest fkom the screen-mirror junction. 

The cause of this increase was determined to be the mirror. The dose-corrected EPID 

response with changes in phantom thickness was nearly flat for medium-sized fields, 

although it did increase slightly for large fields and decrease slightly for small fields. The 

overall performance of the CCD camera was found to be significantly better than that of 

the Newvicon camera. Central axis dosimetry would be straightfomard to calibrate; 

however, the spatially dependent glare observed in the system would make it extremely 

d5cult  to deconvolve an EPID image to provide a two-dimensional dose map. 
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1 Introduction 

Cancer is expected to cause 65 000 deaths in Canada this year, and an estimated 

132 100 new cases of cancer will be diagnosed /JVCOO]. Once cancer is diagnosed, the 

treatment options include surgery, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy. Often, these are used 

in combination. 

Radiotherapy treatments oflen consist of irradiating a tumour using photon or 

electron radiation. Rather than administering one large dose of radiation, it is usually 

adrninistered in smaller doses over four to six weeks of daily treatments, called fractions. 

Reasons for fractionation of the dose include allowing time for repair of sublethal 

damage to tissues; allowing time for the remaining tumour ceUs to pass through the ce11 

cycle to a more radiosensitive phase; and allowing diffusion of oxygen into the rernaining 

tumour to take place, which d l  increase the efncacy of the next dose [Ha93]. The 

macroscopic result is that the normal tissues have time for repair, while the tumour does 

not, thus separating the two dose-response curves. 

During the irradiations, the radiation beam is shaped by collimators and lead 

blocks so as to deliver adequate dose to the tumour and a surrounding region. This 

provides a margin of error which should compensate for local subclinical spread, regions 

with suspected malignant cells, movement of organs within the body, and errors in 

patient positioning [IC93]. 

1. I Needfor radiotherapy ver!ca t io~  

For many tumour types, dose escalation will result in an increase in tumour 

control; however, an increased dose also carries an increased risk of normal tissue 



complications. The dose prescnbed to the patient is chosen carefuUy so as to balance the 

probability of tumour control with the probability of normal tissue complications. The 

International Commission on Radiation Units @C76] has stated that the dose actually 

delivered to the patient should be within 5% of the prescribed dose. This accuracy is 

required because the doses used for patient treatment tend to lie on a steep part of the 

dose-response curve, and a s m d  change in dose can result in a large change in outcome. 

Numerous factors can contribute to the error in administered dose. The 

International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) identifies at 

least four sources of errors in radiotherapy: human mistakes, instrumental mistakes, 

random errors, and systematic errors PC761. 

"In principle, rnistakes c m  be eliminated completely by a proper system of 
checks and cross-checks of both human and instrument 
performance.. .Random and systematic errors, on the other hand, cannot 
be eliminated but the magnitude of these uncertainties can be reduced by 
the accumulation of better data and improved techniques of measurement 
and delivery of radiation." [IC76, p. 451 

Since patient treatments are administered over many sessions, it is important to 

rninimize positioning errors, both of the patient and of field shaping blocks and wedges. 

During the treatment planning phase, a simulation is performed to ascertain that the 

tumour will be adequately covered by the radiation field. Alignrnent lasers are used in 

the simulation and marks are made to indicate the position of the lasers on either the 

patient's skin or on a cast used for immobilization. These marks can then be used with 

the lasers in the treatment room to align the patient with the treatment field. Ideally, the 

patient wodd then be correctly positioned for each treatment. Centraiized computer 

systems exist for the storage of treatment parameters and once entered, they would not be 

changed for the course of the treatment. 



However, in practice, errors resulting in doses deviating by more than 5% fiom 

the prescribed dose have been documented by various authors w9 1, Le92a, Le92b, 

Ca93, No953. These errors have their origins in dinerent parts of the treatment process, 

but the authors have concluded some of the errors could have been detected and rectified 

by using a portal imaging device, in vivo dosimetry, or a combination of both w91, 

Le92a, Le92b, No951. 

1.2 Portal imaging 

1.2.1 Ovewiew 

Portal imaging encompasses a variety of techniques used to gather an image 

dunng a radiation treatment. The treatment field is also known as the treatment portal, 

which gives portal imaging its name. 

A variety of portal imaging techniques make use of film. A fildscreen 

combination is placed on the exit side of a patient during a radiation treatment. In a 

localization radiograph, an image is acquired dunng the first few monitor units of 

irradiation; in a verification radiograph, a less sensitive film is left in place for the entire 

treatment; and in a double-exposure radiograph, the film is exposed to a few monitor 

units of a large field, followed by the remaining monitor units using the treatment 

parameters. These types of radiographs are limited in their usefulness, mainly because 

the results are not available in real-tirne. They suffer fiom poor contrast and spatial 

resolution. In addition, quantitative use of the films is difficult, and the use of films 

incurs high costs in terms of both equipment and time spent developing the films. [Sh95] 



A number of on-line portal haging systems have been developed. These systems 

are meant to  acquire and display an image in reai-tirne. To differentiate on-line portal 

imaguig systems 6 0 m  film, they are referred to as electronic portal imaging systems, or  

EPIDs. An o v e ~ e w  of EPIDs commoniy in use is given by Shalev [ShgS]. 

Solid state detectors make use of diodes or  MOS-FETs (metal-oxide 

semiconductor field effect transistors) as radiation detectors. Shalev [Sh95] describes a 

linear array of silicon diodes, fïrst constructed by Lam et al., which can be physically 

moved (scanned) across the radiation field to  produce a two-dimensionai image. 

Scintillating crystals coupled to photodiodes, again organized in a line, can also be used 

to scan across a radiation field; Shaiev [Sh95] discusses this technique, which was first 

developed by Morton et al. However, scanning across the radiation field is a slow 

method of acquirïng an image. ShaIev [Sh95] describes one solution to this problem, 

which was developed by Antonuk et al. A multielement arnorphous silicon detector array 

(MASDA) consists of photodiodes which are coupled to transistors and placed in contact 

with a rnetaI/phosphor converter plate. 

Instead of solid state devices, a scanning liquid ionization chamber, or SLIC, can 

be used to acquire a portal image. Shaiev [Sh95] explains this technique, which was first 

developed by Van Herk and Meertens. A mat& ionization charnber is filled with 

isooctane and covered by a 1-mm thick steel plate. The charge in individual charnbers is 

read out by controlling the voltages of the chambers. 

Of the comrnercially available types of EPIDs, video-based EPIDs are still the 

most commonly types seen in clinical use Wu951. This type of portal imager is the focus 

of this thesis and is descnbed in detail in Section 1.2.2below. 



1.2.2 Introduction to video-based portal imaging 

In video-based portal imaging, the detector consists of a metal/phosphor screen 

combination which is placed at some distance from the exit side of the patient, and 

converts the megavoltage radiation into visible light. The light produced by t h e  screen is 

reflected fiom one or more mirrors and viewed by either a tube-based video camera or a 

charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. The camera is interfaced with a c o m p t e r  which 

digitizes the signal received from the camera and displays the image on a moni-tor. 

Arnong the commerciaily available EPIDs are Theraview (Cablon Medical Bm, 

B E A M V I E W ~ ~ ~ ~  (Siemens Oncology Systems), and SRI- 100 (Philips Medical Systems) 

which has now been remodeled as zView (Elekta Oncology Systems Ltd.). 

The metaVphosphor screen serves several purposes. The metal keeps the 

scattered electrons and lower-energy scattered photons frorn reaching the phosphor 

screen. It provides buildup so that the screen will receive a higher dose than it would 

without buildup; this, in turn, results in a higher light output From the screen. Emaging 

properties of dif3erent thicknesses of both metal and phosphor have been investigated 

Wo94J. Commercial video-based portal imaging systems use steel or brass plates 

ranging in thickness fiom 1.3 mm to 2.0 mm, dong with gadolinium oxysulfide (Gd202S) 

phosphor screens of thicknesses ranging from 160 mg/cm2 to 41 1 mglcm2 wu9S] .  

At least one rnirror is necessary because the camera will suffer increased noise, as 

well as radiation damage, if it is directly exposed to the radiation beam. Some systems 

use a single mirror placed at 45O to the optical axis, while other use two rnirrors, both 

placed at 4S0 to the optical axis. The mirror and camera are enclosed in a light-tight 

apparatus. 



1.2.3 Tube-based video cameras 

The heart of a tube-based video carnera is a tube whose photosensitive surface is a 

photoconductive layer. Camera tubes come in different sizes and types. The tube sizes 

are classified by the diameter of the tube in inches. The commonly available tube sizes 

are 1/2", 213 ", and 1 ". There is a relationship between tube diameter and size of the 

photosensitive area: one-half of the tube diameter is equal to the length of the longer side 

of the rectangular photosensitive area. The tube types are speciaiized for different 

applications, and each type has its own propnetary name FA991. DiBerent tubes have 

different resolutions, contrast, and "lag" (a t h e  constant describing the sensitivity of the 

photosensitive surface). 

The most cornrnon type of tube in everyday medical applications is the Vidicon 

tube. Its resolution and Iag are better than average m g ] .  The types of tubes used in 

commercial video-based portal imagers include Plumbicon or Chalnicon (TheraView) 

and Newvicon (BEAMVIEW~~'~ ) [Mu95]. The Plumbicon, developed by Philips, is 

characterized by better-than-average resolution, lag, and signal-to-noise ratio. The 

Newvicon, a registered trademark of Matsushita, has a high light sensitivity, and its 

spectral response extends into the infiared range. The Chalnicon, produced by 

Hamamatsu, is characterized by high sensitivity in the visual spectrum, although it 

demonstrates more lag than a Newvicon m 9 3 .  

A tube carnera has a 413 aspect ratio. It operates in "interlace mode7', meaning 

that every second line is read out in a raster pattern, and then the lines in between the first 

set are read out in a raster pattern offset by one line relative to the first. Al1 these lines 



together constitute one m e .  It should be noted that because of interlacing, adjacent 

lines in a fiame are separated in t h e  by one-half the readout time of the camera. 

The carneras generally operate in RS-170 mode, which is a protocol defined by 

the EIA (Electronics Industries Association) speceng  the nature of synchronization 

signals used by the camera PB99al. Aiternatively, the European standard is known as 

CCIR (Comité Consultatif International des Radiocornmunications). The differences 

between the two standards lie in the fkame rates and lines of resolution. Both standards 

use interlacing, which reduces flicker pB99a]. RS- 170 mode and its colour counterpart, 

RS-170a (known as NTSC and used for standard television transmission) transmit 525 

lines per fiame at 30 fiames per second. CCIR transmits 625 lines per fiarne at 25 frarnes 

per second. Of the lines transmitted, some are used for synchronization signals, so that 

the number of visible lines is 485 for RS-170 and 575 for CCIR PB99al. 

The size of tube dictates the type of lem used with the camera. The lenses are 

threaded so that they can be screwed in to a standard camera mount. There are dif5erent 

mounts which result in different distances between the lens and the imaging surface. 

1.2.4 Charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras 

A charge-coupled device (CCD) has a photosensitive semiconductor surface 

divided into an array of light sensitive elements (pixels). Light striking the surface of the 

chip produces electron-hole pairs. Applied potentials trap the electrons, and the charge 

accumulated in each pixel is read out in an orderly fashion through an amplifier. A 

shutter, mechanical or electronic, blocks the light to the chip during the read-out. The 

time during which charge is allowed to accumulate on the CCD is referred to as the 

integration time. 



CCD chips are made in sizes which are compatible with standard video tube sizes, 

as well as some smder sizes. Currently, the available sizes are 1/4", 1/3 ", 1/2", 2/3 ", and 

1 ". The chips can be constructed with different numbers of pixels. For a given chip size, 

a higher number of pixels increases the resolution, but it also increases the readout time 

per fiame. Lenses with standard video mounts are available in each of the different sizes. 

A typical CCD carnera is designed to read out in RS-170 or CCIR format. A 

camera which reads out at a non-standard fiame rate will need a specialized fiame 

grabbing board. A slow-scan CCD camera is one which collects fiames at a slower rate 

than the video standard. This is the type used in video-based portal irnaging, because of 

the greater flexibility allowed by user-controlled integration tirnes. 

A CCD with a shutter has to block incoming light to its sensitive area while the 

image is being read out. This leads to a deIay between frarnes which is related to the 

number of pixels being read out. An alternative to this type of CCD is aframe-trunsfer 

CCD, which has its sensitive area divided into two sections. One section is the irnaging 

array, and the other section is covered with an opaque mask and is called the storage 

array. Charge c m  be transferred from the imaging array to the storage array in as quickly 

as a few microseconds so that charge accumulation c m  begin again almost irnmediately. 

While the next frarne is collected, the current fiame is read out into the computer. 

Thefull welZ capacity is the maximum number of electrons which can be 

accumulated in each pixel. Even without light fding on the chip, therrnally generated 

charge accumulates in the CCD. This charge is called dark czrreni. One minute in the 

dark at room temperature may be enough to fil1 the CCD chip to its full well capacity 

PB99al. The dark current cm be greatly reduced by cooling the chip. For astronomical 



observations, where long integration &es of 60 s or more are required cooling is 

necessary; however, the integration times used in portal haging are on the order of 250 

ms, so cooling the CCD is unnecessary. 

Bi' Ievel refers to the electrons present when the CCD chip is set to zero 

integration t h e .  A biasfi-me is a fiame acquired with no light present and zero 

integration tirne. Gain or CCD conversion factor is a measure of the number of electrons 

which correspond to one analog-to-digital unit (ADU) or greylevel. 

1.2.5 Lenses 

Most carnera lenses are actually compound lenses, consisting of two or more 

lenses permanently mounted in a specific configuration. There are various parameters to 

consider when selecting a camera lens. The first consideration is the tube size- Lenses 

are designed to be compatible with standard tube sizes; therefore, a 1" lens is used with a 

1" tube (or 1" CCD chip). It is possible to use a lens which is a larger format than the 

tube PB99bl; however, it is not recommended to use a lens which is a smaller format 

than the tube, since it will cause severe vignetfing (see below) @?o99]. 

The next parameter to consider is focal length, which is generally expressed in 

millimetres. The types of rnounts available on lenses, in combination with the 

construction of the cameras, confonn to certain standards so that the distance fiom the 

lens to the imaging surface is always the same for a given format of lens. This, in hm, 

determines the angIe of view of the carnera, which determines the field of view at a 

given distance fiom the carnera. In addition, the focal length and format of the lens 

determine the minimum object distmce. Any image closer than the minimum object 

distance will not be focussed ont0 the imaging surface p099]. 



A third parameter is the F/# or f-stop of the lens. Al1 lenses have an iris 

diaphragm or aperture which can be adjusted to Let more or less light into the camera, as 

the situation dictates. The f-stop quoted on a lens is a measure of the largest opening 

possible for the lens aperture, and is defïned as 

f F/# = - Equation 1 mec741 
D 

where f is the focal length and D is the diarneter of the Iens opening. The lower the f- 

stop, the larger the diarneter, and the more light is aflowed into the camera. The usual 

sequence of f-stops on a Iens is 1.4, 2.0, 2.8, 4.0, 5.6, 8.0, 1 I .O, 16.0. Each increase in 

F/# results in a doubling of light intensity reaching the camera. Bec741 

The aperture size has an effect on the spatial distribution of the light intensity 

reaching the camera. For a pinhole aperture, the intensity of light falling on the 

photosensitive surface is uniforni across the surface. As the aperture is opened up, the 

light intensity near the edges of the photosensitive surface c m  decrease drastically 

compared to that falling on the optical axis; this is referred to as vignetting. It is caused 

by the rims of the lenses and apertures which make up the optical system. mec741 

1.3 Dosiirneîry using video-basedpod imaging 

In the Iast several years, researchers involved in video-based portal imaging have 

been aware of the possibilities of using an EPID for portal dosimetry. E a n  EPID were 

calibrated to measure dose, the two-dimensional dose rnap available fkom the EPID could 

be compared to the dose predicted f7om the treatment planning system [Sh95, Sh961. 

Progress on this problem has been made by several groups worldwide. 



1.3.1 Previous research 

At the Dr. Daniel den Hoed Cancer Center, Rotterdam, the Netherlands, the 

prototype for the original Philips SRI400 was developed by Visser et al. in the late 

1980s [Vi90]. This EPID used a CCD camera (256 x 512 pixels) perrnanently mounted 

on the gantry of a 6-MV linear accelerator. Originaily, the spatial and contrast resolution 

were studied, dong with evaluation of the ease of use and interference in patient 

treatment. In addition, the possibility of using the EPID in day-to-day chical situations 

was studied, and they concluded that the time and convenience of the EPID were such 

that day-to-day use was feasible. [Vigo] 

By 1993, a group led by Kirby at the North Western Medicai Physics Department, 

Manchester, England, was investigating measurement possibilities using an EPID m93] .  

The E P D  used was again the Philips SRI-100. Techniques were developed to assess the 

reproducibility of a rnultileaf collimator (MLC) system, as weU as to determine NI vivo 

exit doses. For the MLC measurements, a calibration curve of the dose across the edge of 

a collimator Ieafwas measured; the leaf was then moved away, repositioned, and its 

position determined by interpolation in the calibration curve. Exit doses were determined 

by first taking a set of calibration measurements at different phantom thicknesses and exit 

distances, and then interpolating in the calibration curves to find the dose for a given 

measurement. They found the system to respond linearly with dose, with sufficient 

dynamic range to resolve individual monitor units. Under a restricted set of conditions, 

they used the EPID to measure exit doses which were in agreement within 2.5% with 

actual exit doses. m 9 3 ]  



In 1995, Dirkx and others from the Dutch group used the SRI- 1 00 for daily 

dosimetric quality control of a MM50 Racetrack Microtron @395]. The EPID was used 

to image several open beams and one wedged beam, and its output was compared with 

that of an ionization charnber. From repeated measurements over time, they concluded 

that the EPID could be successfully used for daily quality control. A protocol was 

written to allow the everyday use of the EPID in this marner. pi951 

At the same time, Heijmen et aL, also of the Dutch group, were using the EPID to 

measure portai doses [Hei95]. The response of the EPID with increasing thickness of 

absorber in the beam was investigated. They found that the greylevel vaiues were 

proportional to dose, and the constant of proportionality was independent of phantom 

thickness; however, it was dependent on field size. They determined that the change in 

EPID response with field size was due to scattering of light photons within the EPID 

apparatus. Wei951 

In 1995, Kirby reported using their EPID for both exit dosirnetry and quality 

control rneasurements m95].  They found that the central axis exit doses agreed with 

silicon diode measurements within 3%, and the field flatness measurements agreed with 

Farmer chamber measurements within 1.5%. In addition, segrnented intensity modulated 

fields were verified using the EPID. m 9 5 ]  

Measurements of noise in the SRI-100 system were made by Aithof et al. of the 

Dutch group [Ai96]. They found that camera read-out noise was the lirniting factor in the 

visibility of structures for low doses, and they proposed that a new fiame-transfer CCD 

be used in the place of the original CCD carnera, which read out in standard video mode. 

~41961 



Pasma et al. of the Dutch group have made portal dose measurements for both 

open and wedged bearns as well a s  dynamic rnultileaf coilimation Pa98J. A convolution 

algorithm was applied to correct for glare, non-uniform spatial response, and 

nonlineanties present in the EPID, and doses were calculated tiom EPlD images. 

Cornparisons were made with ionization chamber rneasurements, and the agreement was 

found to be within 1%. Pa981 

At the University o f  Manitoba, Rajapakshe performed an in-depth shidy of the 

optirniration of a portai imaging systern for quantitative imaging Paj95J. System noise 

was addressed in detail and methods were applied to minirnize the noise. Several 

cameras were compared to assess their suitability for quantitative imaging, and a cooled 

CCD carnera was found to work best. Preliminary investigations into measurements of 

exit dose were canied out, and an accuracy of better than 3% was achieved. Faj951 

Later, Fielding [Fi981 developed software to allow greater flexibility in data acquisition 

with clinicd portal imaging system. In addition, fùrther calibration measurements 

necessary for dosimetry were begun pi98 J. 

1.3.2 Current work 

Previous investigations of portai imaging systems have only given a cursory 

examination to carnera characteristics. However, the quality of the camera and associated 

hardware has a great effect on whether images produced will be acceptable for medical 

purposes. The linear accelerators used in patient treatment are pulsed at a eequency 

comparable to the frame rate of a standard video camera, and pulsation artifacts are just 

one of the many drawbacks of using a conventional video carnera in a portal imaging 

device. @aj95] Certainly any quantitative use of the portal imager should be preceded 



by a thorough examination of camera characteristics. Optical properties of the imaging 

chain which can affect image quaIity independent of camera effects should also be 

investigated. 

There is currently a great deal o f  interest in the use of EPID images to provide 

exit dose maps. To relate the EPID greykvels to exit doses, the image must be 

deconvolved to account for cross-talk effects in the EPID. However, the cdculation wili 

only be redistically achievable if the kemel describing the cross-talk effects is spatially 

invariant. Therefore, the spatial variation of the optical properties must be investigated. 

The focus of the current work will be a cornparison of two carneras used in 

electronic portal imaging with a particular emphasis on their suitability for exit dose 

measurements. The first camera, a Newvicon camera, is the camera currently supplied as 

part of the Siemens B E A M V I E W ~ ~ ~ ~  system. The frame-grabber dong with custom- 

written data acquisition software will be used to acquire and store images. The second 

camera is a custom-built CCD camera (Electrim Corporation), interfaced to a cornputer 

and data acquisition software. Tests wilI be camed out on the cameras themselves as 

well as individual segments of the imaging chah to assess the response of the system to 

radiation or light input at each stage. 



2 Materials 

2.1 Siemens Mwatron and BEAMVZE#~~~ system 

AU measurements were made on a Siemens Mevatron MX2 linear accelerator, 

using a photon energy of 6 MV. The Siemens portai imaging apparatus, a 

B E A M V I E W ~ ~ ~ ~  system, was attached to this machine. The experimentd apparatus 

PLUS used to test the cameras was based on the BEAMVIEW design, so a brief o v e ~ e w  

of the BEAMVIJZW~~~~ system wilI be presented here. 

The B E A M V I E W ~ ~ ~ ~  system was designed to mount on the gantry, and it can be 

retracted into the gantry when not in use, or when its use would interfere with patient 

treatment. It consists of a brass plate in direct contact with a Kodak Lanex Fast Back 

phosphor screen. The phosphor/screen combination is situated at a source-to-surface 

distance (SSD) of 139 cm. When the E P D  is in its extended position, the Newvicon 

carnera inside the gantry views the screen using a fiont-silvered rnirror positioned at 4S0 

to the beam. The distance fiom the fiont of the lens to  the screen is 112 2 cm. For a 

diagram of the apparatus, see Figure 2- 1. 

The brass thickness has been measured as 1 -3 0 * 0.0 1 mm (1.1 O8 * 0.009 &cm2). 

The phosphor is composed of gadolinium oxysulfide (Gd202S) of 0.63 * 0.02 mm 

thickness (0.22 1 * 0.007 @ n 2 ) .  The total density thickness of the brass/phosphor 

combination is 1 -3 3 + 0.0 1 &n2. 

The carnera is interfaced to a Unix-based workstation (SPARC CPU-2ce) which 

is equipped with fi-ame-grab bing hardware (single double-height VME bus card with 

ICS-225 Device Driver Red-Time Image Processor), capable of 8-bit digitization at a 



rate of 30 fiames per second. A 16-bit anthmetic logic unit (ALU) dows  for real-time 

Figure 2-1 Diagram of the B E A M V I E W ~ ~ ~ ~  portal imaging qstem. 
Radiation strikes the metailphosphor screen (A). which 
converts the radiation to light. The light from the screen 
reflects from the rnirror (B) into the carnera (C). 

2.2 The light-tight box 

Experimental apparatus designed to simulate the B E A M V I E W ~ ~ ~ ~  system was 

constructed by the in-house machine shop to obtain the data discussed in this practicum. 

It consists of a wooden box (39 cm wide x 153 cm long x 37 cm deep) with a hinged lid 

to dlow access to the carneras inside. The top of the box is 91 cm from the floor, 

resulting an SSD of 138.5 cm, very close to that of the BEAMVIEW~"~ system. It is 

painted black inside to reduce unwanted reflections, and made light-tight by the use of  



Figure 2-2 Schematic diagram of the light-tight bos used in the camera 
tests. Radiation (A) strikes a rnetal-phosphor screen (B). and 
the light fiom the screen is reflected from a rnirror (C) into a 
camera (D). 

foam around the edges. Two latches allow the box lid to be tightened down against the 

foam to ensure the light-tightness. 

The camera mount is situated at one end of the box- At the other end of the box is 

a 45O front-silvered rnirror (37 cm x 47 cm). Above the rnirror is a rectangular hole 

which cm hold either a brass plate with an attached phosphor screen for the radiation 

field measurements, or a piece of plastic supported by a h e  for the light field 

measurements. The phosphor screen, 43.2 cm wide by 35.6 cm long, is centred on and 

afExed to the 45.6 cm x 38.0 cm brass plate. Figure 2-2 shows a diagram of the light- 

tight box. 

The box is equipped with locking wheels which allow for positioning of the box 

as desired in the beam, and also ailow for removal of the box from the treatment room 

during clinical hours. 

One camera at a time can be mounted in the box on a metal ami. This a m  also 

allows for adjustment in height of the cameras, and some adjustment in the distance of 



the carneras fkorn the mirror. The design of the mounting arm somewhat iimits the 

positioning of the carneras so that during rneasurements, the two carneras were situated at 

slightly different distances eorn the mirror. The distance from the front of the lens to the 

mirror, dong the carnera's opticai axis, was 85 1 cm for the Newvicon camera and 95 

1 cm for the CCD camera. The distance dong the optical axis h m  the mirror to the 

screen was 16 1 cm, for a total imaging distance of 10 1 * 1 cm for the Newvicon 

camera and 11 1 * I cm for the CCD camera, comparable to that in the original 

BEAMVIEW~~"~ system, which was 1 12 * 2 cm. 

When taking radiation measurements with the CCD camera, 5 cm of Iead 

shielding was placed around the camera to reduce the noise as weU as the potential 

darnage to the CCD chip. Because it is less sensitive to scattered radiation, the Newvicon 

carnera was not shielded during radiation measurements. 

The Kodak Lanex Fast Back phosphor screen, supposedly identical to the one 

PLUS used in the BEAMMEW system, is 0.56 0.01 mm thick. Using a density of 3.5 

&m3 Fad931, this translates to a density thickness of 0.196 g/crnZ. The brass plate is 

1.60 mm thick, and using a density of 8.5 @cm3 for the brass F e 8  11, this translates to a 

density thickness of 1.36 &m2. The total density thickness of the metaVscreen 

combination is 1.56 gkrn2. The brass plate in the light-tight box is slightly thicker than 

that in the B E A M V I E W ~ ~ ~ ~  system, while the phosphor screen is slightly thinner (see 

Section 2.1). However, the depth of maximum dose (dm,) for the MX2 6 MV photon 

bearn is 1.5 cm, and thickness of the metaVphosphor screen combination for both systems 

is near this depth, where the depth-dose curve is relatively flat. Therefore, in spite of the 

differences in thickness, a sirnilar response was expected from the two systems. 



For measurements using the visible light field, the rnetdscreen combination was 

replaced with a piece of white translucent plastic supported by a fiarne. This was 

illuminated by a s m d  (1 cm diameter) incandescent light bulb attached to the ceiling, at 

a distance of 179 * 2 cm. To achieve a variety of dserent light levels, several bulbs of 

different brightnesses were used over the course of this experiment, powered by several 

different DC power supplies. Measurements made with a radiometer (International Light 

IL 730A U. V. Actinic Radiometer) at different positions on the plastic screen showed 

that the resulting light field was uniforrn to within 3% on the incident side of the plastic 

over the field of view of the camera. The Iight measurements were carried out in a 

darkened room. 

Several measurements were made using a light source which the cameras viewed 

straight on, as opposed to using the 4S0 mirror. A light box apparatus which had a srndl 

gantry for mounting cameras at a variable distance was adapted for use with these 

particular low-light cameras. See Figure 2-3 for a schematic diagram. 

The light box consists of a small light bulb inside a metal box 41 cm long by 3 4  

cm wide by 30 cm deep (Illuma System by Bencher, Inc.). The metal box was painted 

with white reflective paint inside. The light bulb itselfwas shielded fiom directly 

illuminating the camera by a diffiiser plate. A piece of white plastic was mounted on the 

opening to the box, so that a light field was created which was uniform within 3%, as 

measured with a radiometer. The camera newed this white "screen" directly fiom above. 

An additional piece of plastic could be placed on top to attenuate the lîght further. 



It was found that the original Light (120V, 600W) included in this apparatus was 

so bright that not only were the cameras saturated, but they ran the nsk of being 

permanently darnaged. Therefore, the original light bufb was removed and a dimrner one 

(24V, 90 mA bulb powered by a 12V power supply) was placed in the same position 

within the box. The measurements were taken in a very dark room. 

To obtain the same distance fiom the light screen to the carnera as in the Iight- 

tight box measurements, the camera focus was left at the position appropriate for use in 

the box with the rnirror. The camera was attached to the gantry of the light box, and the 

distance to the screen was adjusted until its image was once again in focus. The camera- 

screen distance was then the sarne as in the light-tight box- 



Figure 2-3 Schematic diagram of light bos used for measurernents not 
involving the mirror- A Iight bulb (A) is placed in a box with a 
reflective interior. Light reflects from the interior of the box 
but also the diaiser plate (B), passes through a white plastic 
screen (C), and strikes the camera (D). The camera's distance 
f7om the screen is adjustable (E), 

2.4 Nmwicon camern and thta acquisition 

The Newvicon carnera has a 1" format tube and is equipped with an FA. 1 37.5- 

mm focal length lens. This camera was the backup camera for the clinical 

B E A M V I E W ~ ~ ~ ~  system, so the carnera was identical to that in the clinical system. The 

images, 5 12 x 480 pixels, cover an area of 30.1 cm x 23 -9 cm at the EPID surface. 



Further details of the Newvicon camera and optics are summarized in Table 1. 

Automatic gain and black level control was disabled for this work; instead, the gain and 

black level were always set manualIy. The lens aperture was always set at its largest 

opening of F/1.1, because the low light levels involved in portal imaging required as 

much light as possible to be captured by the camera. 

The clinicai B E A M V T E W ~ ~ ~ ~  system was disconnected fiorn its computer for 

these measurements so that its computer and fiame grabber board could be used for the 

data acquisition. The RS-170 output f?om the carnera is sent to the clinical computer, 

which was controlled by software M e n  specially for this purpose'. Frame averaging 

takes place at two levels. First, 32 consecutive RS- 170 M e s  are digitized and averaged 

to create a single 8-bit "fiame". Second, the averaged 8-bit fiames are sumrned in a 

fiame buffer to produce a 16-bit image. The acquisition of h e s  is triggered by a 

"beam-on" signal from the linear accelerator; therefore, the number of fiames added to 

produce the 16-bit image is determined by the beam-on time. When light field data were 

acquired, a manual switch was used to simulate the beam-on signal for the purposes of 

starting and stopping the acquisition. The number of fiames and other pertinent image 

details are recorded by the software in a separate header file. 

2.5 CCD camera and data acquisition 

The imaging surface of the CCD camera is a 2/3" Texas Instruments TC-2 17 

£?me-transfer chip. The camera itself was custom-built (Electnm Corporation, 

Princeton, NJ). It is interfaced to the computer via a specially designed PCI interface 

board (Electrim Corporation). The camera settings such as integration time, fiame 

- -  - - -  

' The acquisition program was mïtten by Dr. Harry Fielding. 



averaging, gain, and bias are controlled by the user with the software supplied with the 

carnera. The signal fiom the carnera is digitized to 8 bits, and the camera is capable of 

integrating up to 128 fiames, resulting in a 16-bit image which is saved to disk. The 

image size is 1 134 x 486 pixels, which results in a field of view of 39.7 cm x 29.6 cm at 

the EPID surface. The carnera is equipped with a 2/3" FI1 -6 25-mm Lens which has 

locking screws for the focus and aperture settings. Again, the aperture was always set at 

its lowest setting of FI1.6. Further details are summarized in Table 1. 

Newvicon CCD 
Format 1" 2/3" 
Imaging sensor 

Output 
Lens 

Image dimensions (pixeIs) 
Image dimensions (cm) EPID surface 

tsocentre 
Pixel size (cm) EPID surface 

Isocentre 

Netvvic on 
S-4076 
RS- 170 

Kowa TV 
F/1.1, 37.5mm 
512 x480 
30.1 x 20.9 
21.7 x 17.3 
0.059 x 0.050 
0.042 x 0.036 

Texas Instruments 
TC-2 17 

Non-standard 
Tamron high-resolution 

F/1.6,25 mm 
1134x486 
39.7 x 29.6 
28.7 s 21.4 
0.035 x 0.06 1 
0.025 x 0.044 

Dimensions of a lem2 ROI (pixels) 18Ox30Or) 28 (H) x 16 (V) 

Table 1 Summary of camera characteristics for the Ne~wicon and CCD 
cameras 

2.6 General procedures 

2.6.1 Alignrnent, focussing, pixel size 

The alignment of each camera was checked before it was used to acquire data in 

the light-tight box. The dserence in sizes of the two cameras required repositioning of 

the mount arm up or down, depending on which camera was being used. The 

c'B~AMME~PLUS test ~creen'~, included for use with the BEAMVIEW~~'~ systern and 

shown in Figure 2-4 was used to help centre the cameras. It was mounted on the fiame 



used for light measurements, and the camera was moved until it was centered as 

accurately as possible on the screen. 

To focus the camera, a sheet of paper containing four groups of line pairs (spaced 

at 0.15 lp/mm, 0.24 lp/mrn, 0.60 lp/mm, 1.18 lp/rnrn) was attached to the side of the 

B E A M V I E W ~ ~ ~ ~  test screen nearest the carnera. The camera focus was then adjusted 

until the greatest number of line pairs per millimetre was resolved; for both cameras, the 

0.60 Ip/mrn group was the greatest resolution possible. The focus was then fixed, using 

masking tape in the case of the Newvicon camera, and using the set screw in the case of 

the CCD camera. 

The pixel size was determined by acquiring an image of the BEAMV[EW"~~ test 

screen. The spacing of grid lines was known to be 5 cm in both the horizontal and 

vertical directions. By measuring in pixels the distance between grid lines in an image of 

the BEAMVIEW~~" test screen, the pixel size was determined. 

Figure 2 3  The BEAMWEW'~~' test screen 



2.6.2 Curve fitting 

Ali cunre fitting was performed ushg Microcal Ongin, a software package 

designed for scientific data anaiysis. This prograrn used the Levenberg-Marquardt 

method to fit the data. The Levenberg-Marquardt method is a least-squares method 

which minimizes the value of chi-squared ~ ) .  The uncertainties in the fitting 

parameters correspond to the change in the value of the parameter which produces a 

change of 1 in the value of chi-squared. 

2.6.3 Background subtraction 

Background rneasurements were subtracted from every data set which was 

analyzed. For radiation measurements, the background measurement was an image 

acquired with the bearn o E  For light measurements, the background measurement was 

an image acquired with the main Iight source off. 

For the Newvicon canera, it was impossible to acquire a predetermined number 

of frames, because the number of fiames did not depend very precisely on the time the 

bearn-on switch was active. Therefore, a background acquisition of 128 frames was 

taken, and divided 128 to obtain a single background M e .  It was used to correct 

subsequent images in one of two ways. For light field images, only the greylevel per 

fkme was of interest, so the image itself was divided by the number of fiames and the 

background was subtracted. For radiation field images, the total greylevels were of 

interest, so the background image was multiplied by the number of h e s  in the image to 

be comected, and then it was subtracted. Each day that data were taken, a background 

image was acquired, in case there were any day-to-day variations in the background 

signal present. 



For the CCD camera, since the number of  fiames acquired was controlled by the 

software, it was much simpler to  acquire background measurements with the same 

integration time and sarne number of fiames as the data, and subtract them directly. 

Therefore, if images with different integration times or different numbers of fiames were 

acquired on a given day, one background data set was taken for each. 

2.6.4 Centre-finding routine 

For al1 images involving square or circular fields, whether of light or  of radiation, 

it was necessary to compute the rnean greylevel in a region of interest in the centre of the 

field. Rather than visudly examining the images to detennine their centres, a software 

routine was written to find the centre of a given image. 

Fûst, the background was subtracted from the image, and a correction was made 

for Iens vignetting (see 4.1.4). Then, the software routine used a "centre-of-mass" 

method to find the centre of the bright region representing the square or circular field. 

For a physical object made up of n particles of mass mi located at positions 

- r, = xi; + y, j  + z$, the position R = + 6 + zk of the centre of mass is calculated 

using 

Equation 2 

or, in component fonn, 



Equation 3 

Equation 4, constructed in analogy with Equation 3, was used to determine the 

centre of rnass of the image. The greytevel value for each pixel replaced the mass in 

Equation 3, and the sum was performed over the x andy coordinates, in pixels, of each 

pixel in the image. 

For a greylevel g, in a pixel (xi, yj), the following surns were computed to give the 

centre of mass (X,Y): 

C g i ~ i  Equation 4 V -  

A threshold was used to exclude from the sum the points outside the illuminated 

area. Without the threshold, the centre found by the routine did not always agree with 

that found by visual examination of the image. The disagreement was sometimes as bad 

as 100 pixels or more in the x or y direction, or both. It seemed that in spite of the 

background subtraction, enough of a gradient sometimes remained in the dark areas of 

the image to skew the results. The threshoId was introduced into the calculation to 

exclude the pixels outside of the bright region. It was then adjusted until the coordinates 

calculated by the routine agreed within one or two pixels with those estimated by viewing 

the image. The routine was thoroughly tested on various types of images fiom the 



different sources used in the experiments. The final value for the threshold, which 

worked well for al1 the images studied, was set by the s o h a r e  at 20% of the maximum 

pixei &due in the image. 

2.6.5 Dosimetry 

For some measurements, it was necessq  to measure the dose at the EPID surface 

using an ionization chamber. A Farmer ionization charnber (PTW-Freiburg Type 30001, 

0.6 cm3) was placed in a 30 cm x 30 cm x 2.5 cm polystyrene phantom at a depth of 1.5 

cm. Pressure and temperature readings were recorded. AU other aspects of each 

experiment (field ske, phantom thickness, phantom position) were kept identical to the 

conditions of the EPID measurement . 

The phantom was placed on top of cardboard boxes or Styrofoam so that the 

centre of the ionization chamber was as close as possible to the source-to-detector 

distance of 13 8 -5 cm. Obtaining this distance precisely was sometimes impossible. In 

practice, the actual distance varied fiorn 139.5 cm to 137 cm, The main source of error 

introduced by this variation would be due to the 1/? effect, which would be .t 2% ; the 

primary and scatter components of the beam should remain relatively the sarne at these 

distances. Therefore, a correction was not made for the siight variation in distance. 



3 Procedures and Results 

3.1 Carnera tests 

To compare the camera characteristics, some basic tests were performed on both 

carneras. Abbott [Ab951 wrote a comprehensive document outlining various tests to be 

perforrned on a CCD camera. The tests were adapted where possible for use with the 

Newvicon camera, so that cornparisons could be made between the two. Tests were 

carried out to investigate the Iinearity, tiarne grabber effects, noise, clamping, and lens 

vignetting properties of both cameras. 

3.1.1 Linearity 

A different test of linearity was used for each camera, due to practical limitations 

of the equipment available. The behaviour of the Newvicon camera with changes in Iight 

intensity was investigated. For the CCD camera, the camera response with changes in 

integration time was measured. 

3.1.1. I Newvicon cameru 

TO test the linearity of the Newvicon camera with increasing light intensity, a set 

of neutral density filters was employed. A hoIder was designed to hoId the neutrd 

density filter flush against the front of the lens. The neutral density filters had optical 

density values ranging fiom 0.1 to 2.0. The opticai density OD and the transmittance T 

are related by: 

Equation 5 

Equation 5 was used to convert the optical density of a filter to its transmittance. 



The light-tight box was used in these measurements, Mth the plastic screen in 

place and a small light source on the ceiling. For these measurements only, because of 

difnculties with getting a weak enough light source, the aperture of the lens was set to 

F/2.0. However, the range of light levels investigated did extend to the lower light levels 

observed in clinical situations. 

The mean greylevel and standard error in a region of interest (ROI) at the centre 

of the image was calculated at each light level. The region of interest was a square 1 cm 

by 1 cm at the detector surface, or 18 x 20 pixels. A plot of the data is shown in 

Figure 3-1. The data were fit to a straight Line, with parameters of the fit shown in 

Table 2. The highest data point (transrnittance = 1 .O) was excluded from the fit, because 

the camera was begînning to saturate at this point. 

I . I I . I I I I 1 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 .O i .2 

Transmittance 

Figure 3-1 Plot of the change in greylevel of the Newvicon camera witli 
light intensity. The last point was escluded from the fit. The 
error bars are much smaller than the size of the points and thus 
are not shorvn. The fit parameters are shorvn in Table 2. 



Camera Slope (* o) Intercept (* o) x t 
Neiwicon 245 * 3 -3.0 * 0.5 6534 
CCD 1.9 12 * 0.003 26.7 * O. 1 18.71 

Table 2 Parameters of the fits s h o w  in Figures 3-1 and 3-2, 

3.1.1.2 C C .  cmern 

The linearity of the CCD camera with increasing integration time was examined. 

The mean greylevel and standard error were calculated in a 1 cm2 ROI (28 x 16 pixels) in 

the centre of the image for different integration times. These times ranged from O ms to 

150 rns. Above 150 ms, for this particular Iight source, the camera was completely 

saturated. Even for the data shown, the last two points begin to show saturation. 

Examination of the greylevels in the image revealed that the raw image greylevels were 

lntegratio n time (ms) 

Figure 3-2 Plot of the change in greylevel of the CCD camera with 
integration tirne. The last point \vas escluded from the fit. The 
error bars are much smaller than the size of the points and thus 
xe: not shown. The fit parameters are shoivn in Table 2. 



equal to 255 in the central 8.5 cm of the image at 125 ms, and equal to 255 in the central 

24 cm of the image for 150 ms. 

A plot of the data is shown in Figure 3-2. The last two data points show where 

the saturation of the camera begins, and these were excluded fiom the fit. The 

parameters of the fit are shown in Table 2. 

3.1.2 Frarne grabber effects; bias frames 

It was observed during data acquisition that the background acquisitions for the 

Newvicon camera contahed a gradient in the vertical direction. Even with the lens cap 

on, this effect was visible. Figure 3-3 shows a profile in the vertical direction, averaged 

over the 20 central pixels in a background image; a change of 5 greylevels near the "top" 

of the image is clearly visible. 

To determine ifthis nonuniforrnity originated fiom the camera tube or the fiarne 

grabber, a signal generator which was capable of producing a variety of television signais 

was used to produce an input directly into the frarne grabber board. The output of the 

signal generator was first exarnined with the help of an oscilloscope to ascertain that it 

was uniform. By viewing the different video lines with the oscilloscope, it was 

concluded that there was no discernible change in signal level from top to bottom of the 

image. 
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Figure 3-3 Plot demonstrating the nonuniformity in a background image 
taken with the Nelwicon camera. 

The signai generator was then used to input a bar pattern, consisting of six vertical 

bars of different intensities, directly into the frame grabber board. Images of this pattern 

were acquired and exarnined for the presence of a gradient. Vertical profiles in each bar 

were produced, and two are plotted as the lines marked A in Figure 3-4 (a) and (b). The 

profiles were produced by averaging over 20 columns. A gradient is clearly seen, 

increasing toward the top of the image. Since the camera was not involved in producing 

this signal, it can be concluded that the frame grabber must be the source of this 

nonuniformity . 

The iines marked B in Figure 3-4 show the profiles corrected by subtracting 

background. The maximum difference in greylevels dong the uncorrected profiles (A) is 

7% for Figure 3-4 (a) and 2% for Figure 3-4 @). This correction reduces the maximum 

difference to 3% for the lower greylevels in Figure 3-4 (a) and 0.5% for the higher 

greylevels in Figure 3-4 (b). 
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Figure 3 4  Plot of nonunifodty at different greylevels. given a uniform 
input signal to the frame grabber board (a) for a low greylevel, 
and (b) for a high greyievel. Lines marked A show the raw 
background data, while Iines marked B show the background- 
corrected data. 

3.1.2-2 CCD camern: de@ beiween f m e s  

In spite of the fact that the CCD chip is a frame-transfer chip, a delay was 

observed between consecutive h e s  when acquinng a senes of more than one frame. 

Using a stopwatch, a crude estimate was made of this delay, which appeared to be 



independent of integration time. Table 3 shows a summary of the measurements and 

resuIts. 

The maximum readout rate on the specification sheet for the TC-2 17 chip is 2 -2 

MHz [Tf96L The readout tirne for 1 134 x 486 = 55 1124 pixels at this maximum readout 

rate would be 459 ms, which is approximately equal to  the measured delay. If the 

integration time was greater than the readout time, no delay should be observed, because 

the storage area would be cornpletely read out before the next image wouId be transferred 

fiom the imaging area. Since the delay was observed even when the integration time was 

greater than the delay (600 ms in Table 3), it was concluded that the chip was not 

operating as expected in fiarne-transfer mode. Therefore, to acquire data for a time T, the 

nurnber of fiames f which was needed was calculated by using f = 
T 

where t was 
t + 480 

the integration tirne in ms. 

Integration Number of Expected O bserved Delay 
time frames acquisition time acquisition time per frame 

Average Delay 481 

Table 3 Summary of data used to estimate the delay between ftames 
acquired with the CCD camera. 

3.1.2.3 CCD camera: bias fiames 

A bias frame is a da& exposure taken with zero integration time. Examination of 

such a fiame can give important information about the condition of a CCD chip. An 

ideal bias frarne is a Bat noise image in which the noise amplitude in the image is equal to 

the readout noise of the CCD in greylevels [Ab95]. The magnitude of variation of any 



patterns which are identified in a bias h n e  should be compared to the magnitude of the 

readout noise to determine their signifïcance. The tests of the bias tiarnes follow the tests 

outlined by Abbott [Ab95]. 

Nine bias images were acquired with the carnera in complete darkness. This data 

set was acquired twice, on ditrerent days. They were first visually examined to determine 

if there was any obvious unwanted structure. Some showed rectangular regions which 

had, on average, one higher greylevel than the surrounding regions. The source of this 

was never identified and these regions could have contnbuted to some of the variation in 

greylevels which was observed. 

Abbott [Ab951 describes several types of noise to look for in a bias fiame: 

electronic interference (wavy patterns), burst noise (several pixels in a row with 

significantly greater noise), salt-and-pepper noise (neighbouring pairs of high and low 

pixels), "hot" regions (regions which are brighter than the rest of the frame), or dark spots 

(regions which are dimmer than the rest of the fiame). None of these were discovered in 

the bias fiames. 

The mean and standard deviation of the greylevel in a 1cm2 ROI in the centre of 

each frarne was cdculated. The mean values were within one greylevel of each other for 

ail the fiames. However, the second set of data had a lower mean value than the first set. 

The two sets were taken under the same conditions, with one exception: an extension to 

the cable which connects the camera to the computer was used when acquiring the second 

set of data. This second cable was necessary for any bearn-on measurements due to the 

distance h m  the door to the accelerator in the treatment room. The second cabIe 

appears to have caused the mean value in the bias frames to drop fiom 24 greylevels to 



19 greylevels. Therefore, for the remaining measurements, both cables were used to 

ensure consistency. 

A median bias frame was constructed by assigning each pixel the median value of 

the corresponding pixels from the nine bias fiames. Using the median fi-arne, profiles 

were constructed by averaging 20 pixels around the centre line in both the horizontal and 

vertical directions. These are plotted in Figure 3-5. Also shown, for cornpanson, are 

plots of a profile one pixel wide in both directions. The gradient appeared to be 

approximately linear and increased fiom left to right and top to bottom across the bias 

M e s .  The individual bias -es showed a similar pattern. A linear fit was perforrned 

with the 20-pixel data and the dopes and intercepts of the lines are tabulated in Table 4. 
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Figure 3-5 Plots of profiles of the median bias frame a) single line, 
horizontal direction; b) 20 pixels, horizontal direction: c) single 
line, vertical direction: d) 20 pixels averaged. vertical direction 



Direction Slope Intercept Correlation coefficient 
Horizontal 0.00416 & 0.00002 16.73 * 0.01 0,98557 

Table 4 Details of fitting for the slopes observed in the median bias fiame. 

The individual bias fiames were andyzed in a similar manner to determine if the 

gradient was the same for each image. Table 5 shows the results of these fits, along with 

the mean values and standard deviations for the slopes and intercepts. 

Direction Bias frame number Intercept Slope 
Horizontal 1 17.153 0.004 17 

Standard deviation 0.219 0.00003 
Vertical 1 19.5780 - 1,55087e-006 

2 19.4037 8 33648e-005 
3 19.3577 0.000 11 1252 
4 19.3016 -0.000 124800 
5 19.33 22 -0.000266767 
6 19,1395 -3 -50488e-005 
7 19.0403 -4.0 1 102e-005 
8 18.9089 -4.9 1285e-006 

Standard deviation 0.244 0.00011 

Table 5 Sumrnary of fitting parameters of al1 nine bias images, along with 
the mean and standard deviation in these vaiues. 

The parameters are substantially the sarne h m  fiame to fkame. Therefore, 

subtraction of background, which includes the bias frame effects, should be sufficient to 

remove the gradient introduced into the data by the bias fiame. 

A histogram of the greylevels in the entire image was constmcted. These are 

shown in Figure 3-6 for both a single bias frame and the median frame. In both 



histograms, the distribution appears normal, although slightly more heavily weighted 

toward the higher greylevels. An examination of  the pronles in Figure 3-5 reveals that 

the variation across the bias M e s  is not exactly linear. For columns 0-200 and rows 

0-100, the greylevels are actuaily somewhat lower than the fit line. This variation 

contributed to the slight skewing of the histograrns. 

Greylevel 

Greylevel 

Figure 3-6 Histograrns of the greylevels found in a bias frame for a) a 
single bias frame. and b) the median bias frame. 



To attempt to quant* any noise signals, an analysis of the bias frarnes was 

performed using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). For each column, a linear fit was 

performed and subtracted from the data to remove the effects of the gradient in the bias 

level. The FFT was then performed on each colurnn and the average over the entire 

image was calculated. The same procedure was repeated for the rows. The amplitude of 

the FFT of rows and columns is plotted in Figure 3-7 for both a single representative bias 

fiame and the median bias fiame. 

No significant peaks were observed in the FFT of the colurnns, therefore, no 

significant interference was present in the vertical direction. The E T  of the rows did 
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Figure 3-7 Plot of the mean FFT for a) the columns of a single bias image. 
and b) the rows of a single bias image, c) the colurnns of the 
median bias image, and d) the rows of the median bias image. 



show some peaks on the order of 1 .O to 1.5 ADU for both the single bias frame and the 

median bias frame. Since the peaks were visible in a single frame as well as in the 

median frame, it can be concluded that they occur in every bias M e .  This interference 

wili therefore contribute to the readout noise of the CCD. 

3.1.3 Noise and frames 

The number of -es acquired is generdy determined by the total time of data 

acquisition. However, for the experiments involving the light field, the number of M e s  

used in the integration was not determined by the bearn-on time, so an investigation was 

c m e d  out to deterrnine how the noise in the images changed with the number of fiames 

collected. 

The light-tight box was used for these measurements, dong with a small light 

source on the ceiling and the plastic screen. 

Since the number of fknes  cannot be precisely controlled by the user, but 

depends on the time for which the bearn-on switch is active, the Newvicon carnera was 

allowed to collect light field images for different lengths of time. The light level used, in 

the range of IO-' w/cm2, was comparable to that experienced in clinical measurements. 

The number of fiames averaged ranged fkom 3 to 10 1, corresponding to approximately 

3 s to 108 s of acquisition time. The mean greylevel and standard error were calculated 

in a km2  ROI in the centre of each image. The standard error was divided by the mean 

greylevel to give a measure of relative error in each ROI. Figure 3-8 shows a plot of 

these data as a fùnction of number of frames acquired. 



Figure 3-8 Plot of relative error as a hction of number of Erames 
acquired for the NemMcon carnera (i) and the CCD camera 
(a). included in the plot is the fiinctional form expected for 
these data I/\ILV where N is the number of -es acquired. 
The nght axis refers to the measured data, whiIe the lefi asis 
refers to the fùnction graph. 
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3.1.3.2 CCD cmern 

For the CCD camera, the number of h e s  acquired is directly controlled by the 

operator, so a number of different images were acquired with 30-ms integration times 

(similar to the fiarne rate of the Newvicon camera), each with different nurnbers of 

h e s  of varying from 1 to 110. This resulted in total imaging times from 0.5 s to 65 S. 

The rnean greylevel and standard error were again caiculated, and divided to give a 

measure of the relative error. Figure 3-8 shows a plot of these data. 
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3.1.4 Clamping 

For any quantitative application, it is necessary to have good circuitry to clamp 

the video signal to a predetermined black level during the analog-to-digital (ND) 

conversion Pa80J. Clarnping errors are manifested by the "video black" level being set 

at different Ievels for each video line depending on the degree of illumination on any 

gïven line and the size of the illurninated region [Raj95]. The quality of the camera and 

frame grabber board are important; poor clarnping circuitry can result in errors as large as 

5.5% mj95]. 

Row 

Figure 3-9 Vertical profiles, uncorrected for background, crated by 
averaging 7 columns at the Ieft-liand side of the usable image? 
for a 20-cm square light field (A) and a 5-cm square Iight field 
(SI- 



For the Newvicon camera, the fïrst six columns of any image were always black 

and identically zero. These columns could not be considered to be part of the image, so 

the next few columns were analyzed for clampïng error. To test the clamping circuitry, 

images were taken of several illuminated regions of different shapes (square and 

circular), sizes (5 cm and 20 cm diameter), and intensities, to detennine ifthese 

variations had an effect on the black level. The different light intensities were achieved 

by using an extra piece of plastic between the light source and the screen, and the 

different shapes were made using cardboard collimators. The sizes of the collimators 

were such that there was a region on the lefi hand side of each image that was black. In 

this particular analysis, the images were not corrected for background because the 

clamping circuitry reacts to the entire signal received from the camera., including what is 

considered to be background signal. 

Profiles were constructed of a 7-pixel wide region (columns 7 to 13) bordering on 

the zero region at the left-hand side of the image. On the whole, these profiles were very 

noisy. See Figure 3-9 for two sample profiles. 

3.1. cf.2 CCD camera 

As with the Newvicon carnera, it was necessary to investigate any possible errors 

in the clamping circuitry for the CCD carnera. Images were again acquired of small and 

large square and circular fields. The integration time was changed to achieve different 

"intensities". Images were acquired with light fields of different shapes (square and 

circular), sizes (5 cm and 20 cm diameter), and integration times (30 ms, 60 ms, and 



90 ms integration tirne). Figure 3-10 shows a sample plot of one of the profiles. They 

were ali similar in appearance. Any other profile would overlap this one so as to obscure 

the shape of both, so only one is displayed. 
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Figure 3-10 Vertical profile wïth the CCD camera. uncorrected for 
background created by averaging 7 columns at the lefi-hand 
side of the image, for a 20-cm square light Field ivith 
integration time of 90 ms. 

3.1.5 Lens vignetting 

To investigate the effects of lens vignetting, images were acquired of a flat Iight 

field at different aperture settings. Images were acquired with aperture settings ranging 

from FA. 1 to Fh3.0. For the highest aperture stops (FA 1 .O and F/16.0), the Iight field 

intensity observed by the camera was comparable to the background readings, so these 
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F i e  3 1 Plot of Newvïcon camera profiles through a flat-field image in 
a) the horizontal, and b) the vertical direction. at aperture 
settings of  F/1.1, F/2.8. and F/8.0. 

measurements were not included. The images were background corrected and 

normalized to their maximum value. Plots of these profiles are shown in Figure 3-1 1 . 

Images were acquired with the CCD camera using aperture settings from FI1 -6 to 

FB.0. These were analyzed in the same way as those for the Newvicon camera. Three 

representative profiles are plotted in both the horizontal and vertical directions in 

Figure 3- 12. 
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Figure 3-12 Plot of CCD camera profiles through a flat-field image in a) the 
horizontal and b) the vertical direction. at aperture settings of 
F/1.6. F/2.8, and F/8.0. 

3.2 Spntinl dependence of the EPID sensitivity 

A senes of rneasurements was camed out to test the spatial dependence of the 

EPID sensitivity. With the brass and phosphor screen in place, the EPID was irradiated 

with 100 MU of a 3 cm x 3 cm 6 MV photon beam at different locations on its entrance 

surface over a gnd covering the central 21 cm x 33 cm of the field of view. To irradiate 



the different grid points, the entire light-tight box was moved, so that the energy spectrum 

of the bearn, and therefore the light source for the measurements, remained the same. 

3.2.1 Raw data 

The centre of each irradiated area was determined using the centre-finding 

software routine descnbed in 2.6.4. The average greylevel and standard deviation in a I 

cm2 area around the centre were calculated. The data were then interpolated to a gnd of 

40 x 40 points, covering the same area as the original grid, and plotted as a contour plot- 

Figure 3-13 shows these data for both the Newvicon camera (a) and the CCD camera @). 

3.2.2 Lens vignetting correction 

To determine which part of the nonuniform response visible in Figure 3- 13 was 

due to the light-tight box itself, the data were then corrected for the effects of lens 

vignetting. An "aperture correction image" was created using the image of the flat light 

field at the FM used in this measurement. It was corrected for background and 

normalized to the value at the centre of the image. The image was then smoothed so as 

not to introduce excessive noise into the measurements. 

The smoothed image was used to correct the EPID response at each location by 

dividing the observed greylevel in a given pixel by the aperture correction image value 

for that pixel. These data were again interpolated over a 40 x 40 grid to give a smoother 

image. Figure 3-14 shows the resulting contour plots. Al1 other images acquired and 

analyzed in this report were corrected for the aperture setting after background 

subtraction by division of  the acquired image by the aperture correction image. 
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Figure 3-13 Contour plot of the raw sensitiviîy of the EPID -stem. for a) 
the Newvicon canera. and b) the CCD camera. The upper 
region of the plot corresponds to the part of the mirror nearest 
the phosphor screen. 
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Figure 3-14 
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Contour plot of EPID sensitivity data with aperture correction 
applied for a) the Newvicon camera, and b) the CCD canera. 
The upper region of the plot corresponds to the part of the 
rnirror closest to the phosphor screen. 



3.3 Veiling glare 

In an optical system, Light which travels aiong paths not intended by the optical 

designer and appears in the image plane is referred to as glare. GIare can be observed in 

various foms: it can appear spread over the whole image, or it may be concentrated in 

patches [Ma81]. Veilingglare has been adopted as a term to describe this increase in 

light. Although the name irnplies a uniform "veil" of light over the whole image, its 

behaviour c m  in fact be much more cornplex. The main causes of glare are unwanted 

reflections and scatter N a 8  11. Any optical component can be involved in the production 

of glare, including opticd surfaces, iris blades, edges of optical components, and rnirrors 

Fra8  11. 

The veiling glare effect for the optical system which makes up the EPID was 

measured for a specific set of circumstances. Measurements were made of the change in 

greylevel observed at the central axis when the size of the ilIurninated region was varied. 

3.3.1 Experiment A: whole system 

To examine the veiling glue  effect for the entire system as it would be used in a 

dinicd situation, different sizes of square fields were used to irradiate the detector 

surface of light-tight box, and images were acquired of these irradiations. The field sizes 

used ranged fiom 2 cm x 2 cm to 27.7 cm x 27.7 cm at the EPID surface (1.4 cm x 1.4 cm 

to 20 cm x 20 cm at isocentre). The fields were centred in the field of view, and the dose 

adrninistered was 100 W. An ionization chamber was then set up as described in 

Section 2.6.4, and measurements were taken for the same set of field sizes and monitor 

units. 



M e r  background and vignetting corrections, the rnean greylevel and standard 

error in the central 1 cm2 of the squares was calculated, divided by the ionization 

chamber reading to account for changes in head scatter, and plotted as a hnction of 

irradiated area. Figure 3-15 shows a plot of  both the raw data and the data divided by 

ionization chamber readings for the Newvicon camera (a) and the CCD camera (b). 

lrrad iated area (cm2) 

lrradiated area (cm2) 

Figure 3-15 Plot of the EPID response as a function of 
irradiated area for a) the Newicon camera, and 6) 
the CCD camera. The circles indicate the raw 
greylevel, while the triangles indicate the greylevel 
divided by the ionization chamber reading. The 
error bars are too small to be seen on thh scale. 



3.3.2 Experiment B: Iight source, with mirror 

To detennine the degree of glare caused by the radiation and the brass/phosphor 

screen combination, experïment A was repeated using a visible light source instead of a 

radiation field. A light source on the ceiling, as descnbed in Section 2.2, provided a 

uniform field at the surface of the detector. 

Circular and square black cardboard coilimators were used to define light fields at 

the surface of the detector. The detector surface consisted of the phosphor screen 

attached to a fiame which was mounted in the opening of the light-tight box. The 

phosphor screen was translucent. When it was illurninated fiom outside the light tight 

box with a Iight source at the ceiling, the Iight field was uniform within * 2% as 

measured by a radiometer over the 20 cm x 20 cm square region being studied. The 

concentric collimators were centred in the field of view of the cameras. Their sizes 

ranged f?om 2 cm diameter to 20 cm diameter for the circles, and 2 cm to 20 cm length of 

side for the squares, al1 defïned at the EPID surface. The different shapes were used to 

determine if the glue depended on shape as well as illurninated area. 

The Iight source was not particularly stable, so Light intensity measurements using 

a radiometer were interspersed with the image acquisition. A linear regression was 

performed with the light intensity measurements, and the data fiom the fit were used in 

correcting the greylevel data for the change in light level. The plot of these data and the 

results of the fitting are shown in Figure 3- 16. 

The camera responses in this range of light levels was known to be linear. To use 

the derïved corrections, the fitted values were nomaiized to the highest value in each 

series to give a correction factor for each measurement. The data were then corrected by 



dividïng each measured greylevel by its correction factor. Using standard rules for the 

propagation of error, combined with the uncertainties in the fitted parameters, indicated 

that the errors introduced by this procedure range fkom 0.25% to 0.76%. with a mean 
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Figure 3- 16 Plot of data and Linear fits performed to correct for the 

decreasing light intensity in expenment B for a) the Newicon 
camera, and 6) the CCD canera. 



After background subtraction and lens vignetting correction, the mean greylevel 

and standard error in a 1 cm2 ROI in the centre o f  the squares (or circles) was calculated 

and plotted as a function of  itluminated area. These plots are shown in Figure 3-17. 

llluminated area (cm2) 

Illurninated area (cm2) 
Figure 3-17 Plot of the E P D  response in the centre of the image as a 

function of illuminated ara, with a visible iight source, for 
a) the Nemicon carnera, and b) the CCD camera. The 
error bars are too small to be seeri on this scaie. 



3.3.3 Experiment C: light source, no mirror 

To isolate camera effects, the veiling glue experiment was repeated one more 

time with no mirror present. The light box described in Section 2.3 was used for this 

experiment dong with the cardboard collimators used in experiment B. 

The intensity of light from the light box varied with field size. The change was 

caused by the fact that the black paper used to constmct the collimators was not perfectly 

absorbing, so that as the field size decreased, the arnount of light reflected back into the 

box and then escaping through the remaining opening increased. The light field 

measurements were recorded for each field size and used to correct the measured 

greylevels as described in the previous section. 

Mer  background and vignetting correction, the mean greylevel and standard 

error were calculated in a lcm2 ROI at the centre of each image, corrected for light 

intensity variations, and plotted as a finction of illuminated area in Figure 3- 18. 
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Figure 3-18 Plot of EPID response at the centre of each image as a 

fünction of illumïnated ara,  without the rnirror present 
in the optical chain, for a) the Newvïcon carnera and b) 
the CCD carnera. Note that the error bars are too small 
to be seen on this scale. 



Preiiminary investigations were canied out to characterize the EPID response 

with dose- 

3.4.1 Linearity with rnonitor units 

To test the linearity of the EPID response with increasing numbers of monitor 

units, a phantom was irradiated with doses in the range of values used clinically, and the 

EPID response was measured. 

The phantom consisted of 18 sheets of acrylic, 40 cm x 40 cm x 1.1 1 cm. The 

water-equivalent thickness of p hantom used in these measurement s was 23.9 cm. The 

phantom was placed so that its exit surface was at a distance of 30 cm fiom the EPID. A 

13.8 cm x 13.8 cm field at the EPID surface (10 cm x 10 cm at isocentre) was used to 

irradiate the phantom and EPID with monitor units fiom 25 to 300 MU, in steps of 25 

MU. A plot of this data is shown in Figure 3-19. The data were fit to a straight line, with 

parameters as outlined in Table 6 .  

There appeared to be one bad data point for each plot: 200 MU for the Newvicon 

camera, and 100 MU for the CCD camera. Assuming a Gaussian error distribtuion, the 

probability that these points were representative of the data was 2.3% for the Newvicon 

200 h4I-J point and 0.4% for the CCD 100 MU point. Since these probabilities were 

small, the fits were repeated excluding these points, and the parameters are shown in 

Table 6. 



The bad data point for the Newvicon carnera at 200 MU was later determined to 

have been caused by the carnera not acquiring the proper nurnber of frames. For 200 

MU, the acquisition should have consisted of 40 fiames, but examination of the header 

file showed that only 38 frames were acquired. The cause of the bad data point at 100 

ML7 for the CCD carnera was not found. 

Camera Points hcluded Slope Intercept x : 
Newvicon al1 1 1.30 * 0-05 73~5 1 140 

ali except 200 11.33 * 0.04 6&4 645 
MU 

CCD al1 7.24 ft 0.07 16 * 9 686 
al1 except IO0 7.24 =t 0.0 1 1 1  * 2  28.49 

MU 
Table 6 Summary of parameters fiom the fits shown in Figure 3-19. 
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Figure 3-19 Plot of EPiD response as a fiinction of monitor units for a 

phantom thickness of 23.9 cm and a field size of LO cm s IO 
cm for a) the Newicon camera and b) the CCD camera. Note 
that the error bars are too small to be seen on this scale. 



3.4.2 Response with absorber thickness, field size 

Measurements were made to determine the response of the EPID to changes in 

absorber thickness and field size. The acrylic phantom described in the previous section 

was placed in the bearn with thicknesses of phantom ranging from O to 18 pieces of 

acrylic, in steps of 3.  The exit surface to EPID distance was kept constant at 30 cm for 

al1 the rneasurements. Square fields of side 6.9 cm, 13.8 cm, 20.7 cm, and 27.7 cm at the 

EPID surface (5 cm, 10 cm, 15 cm, 20 cm at isocentre) were used, and a dose of 100 MU 

was delivered- For the Newvicon camera, 20 fiames were used to acquire the data, while 

for the CCD camera, 40 fiames of 250 ms each were used to acquire the data. The mean 

and standard error in a 1 cm2 ROI at the centre of each field were calculated for each 

image. The data are plotted in Figure 3-20. 

Ionization chamber measurements were also taken under identical conditions, as 

described in Section 2.6.5. Figure 3-21 shows plots of the greylevels divided by the 

ionization chamber readings for both cameras. 
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Figure 3-20 Plots of change in total counts with field size and absorber 
thickness for 100 MU delivered for a) the Newicon camera, 
and b) the CCD camera, for field sizes at isocentre o f5  cm s 5 
cm (v), 10 cm s 10 cm (A), 15 cm s 15 cm (O), and 20 cm s 20 
cm (z). No te that the error bars are not shown as they are 
similar in size to the pIotted points themselves. 
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Figure 3-2 1 
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Plot of measured greylevel divided by ionkation chambcr 
reading for different field sizes and phantom thicknesses for a) 
the Newvicon camera, and b) the CCD camera. for field sizes 
at isocentre of 5 cm s 5 cm (v): 10 cm s 10 cm (2.). 15 cm s 15 
cm (G), and 20 cm s 20 cm (T). Note that the errors are too 
srna11 to be seen on this scale. 



4 Discussion 

4.1.1 Linearity 

Table 2 showed the parameters for the linear fits for both cameras. 

For the Neurvicon camera, the value for X: is extrernely high. A good fit with 

uncertainties w h k h  accurately account for the spread in the data should produce a value 

of unity for X: . The high value for X: is probably due to the underestimation of the 

uncertainty in the data. The error bars used in the anaiysis of Figure 3-1 were the 

standard error of t h e  greylevel values in the central 1 cm2 ROI. Therefore, there is 

greater variation in the greylevel values recorded by the Newvicon camera than is 

accounted for by threir standard error alone. 

The intercept from the Newvicon data fit is negative. It would be expected, as a 

first approximation, to equal zero within its uncertainty; however, it does not. A 

sigmoidal response is typical of a video tube. It is probable that at lower light levels, 

beyond those investigated here, the camera7s response is no longer linear, but instead 

"flattens off' as it approaches zero. This could result in the fitted intercept being 

negative- 

The fit for t h e  CCD camera is better than the fit for the Newvicon camera, in 

terms of the x : .  However, the X: is still too high, and again indicates that there is more 

variation in the data than can be accounted for by the standard error. The intercept from 

the CCD data is not zero, but instead shows the bias level for this CCD camera. 



4.1.2 Noise and frames 

Figure 3-8 showed a plot of the relative error (standard error in an ROI divided by 

the mean greyleve1 in the ROI) as a function of numbers of fiames acquired- Preliminary 

light field data with the Newvicon camera resuited in very noisy data. Those 

measurements, not shown here, had been made with only 1 1 or 12 frames each- After 

anaiysis of Figure 3-8 it became evident that at least some of the noise observed was due 

to the low number of fiames acquired. In fact, the error decreases as the nurnber of 

fiames increases up to about 40 frames, and levels off after that. Therefore, al1 Newvicon 

light field data displayed in this report were acquired with at least 40 fkarnes, to reduce 

this source of noise. 

For the CCD carnera, a single fiame has a larger relative error than the Newvicon 

camera. Figure 3-8 shows this variation to be almost 2.5%. This drops rapidly with an 

increasing number of frames, and is Iess than 0.5% for 30 fiames or more. To reduce this 

source of noise, al1 light fieId data with CCD camera were acquired with 40 fiames. Xt 

should be recalled that the Newvicon camera "fiame" is actudly a 32-fkame average 

already, before it is summed in the fiame buffer, so it is not surprising that the relative 

error is smalier for the Newvicon carnera. 

The expected functionai form of the relationship between error and number of 

fiames is presented in Figure 3-8 as a dashed curve. When averaging N values, the error 

in the mean is proportional to l/dN However, the data shown do not show the expected 

form. Instead of continuing to decrease indefinitely as the number of fkarnes increases, 

the relative error levels off after about 40 fiames, Therefore, some of the variation 

observed in the measured data points is fixed and does not decrease with the number of 



frames averaged. This additionai noise, which contribut es to the O bserved standard error, 

may be fiom a nurnber of sources. The interference effects noticed in the bias fiames 

could contribute to the standard emor, as weU as electronic noise from the camera and its 

associated circuits- 

For 100 MU of radiation, the Newvicon camera acquired 20 fi-ames while the 

CCD carnera acquired 40 fiames. Both these numbers faU on the plateau region of the 

curve in Figure 3-8. More error in the measured greylevels will be introduced by the 

interaction of the radiation with the brass and phosphor, but the error stemming fi-om the 

light collection part of the system will be reduced through the fiame averaging process. 

4.1.2- 1 Problern with Newvicon acquisition program 

The software used to acquire the data with the Newvicon camera did not dways 

behave as expected. A "beam-on" input to the cornputer from the accelerator nonnally 

indicates to the software that data acquisition should begin. When the beam-on signal 

terminates, the software should acquire one additional &me,  to account for any 

afterglow in the phosphor, and then stop. The output of the accelerator is very stable; a 

100-MU irradiation involves 0-33-0.34 minutes of beam-on tirne- 

The number of fiames acquired, as recorded in the header files, occasionally 

varied fiom the 20 Eames expected for this beam-on time. Some of the 100 MU 

radiation field images were acquired with 18 or 19 fiames, instead of 20 fiames. 

Variations in machine output were not large enough to account for such a change. If the 

header files are to be believed, then the acquisition was terminated early for some images. 

The reason why this happened was never discovered. 



Figure 4-2 shows two plots based on the ionization charnber-corrected field size 

and phantom thickness data shown already in Figure 3-2 1 (a). Figure 4-1 (a) is the data 

f?om Figure 3-21 (a); Figure 4-l(b) is the same data divided by the numbers of Eames 

recorded in the header file. (The 13.8 x 13.8 cm field was not included in this plot, 

because by sheer luck al1 of the data points for that field size were acquired with the 

correct number of fiames.) 

For the circled points in Figure 4-1, only 18 fiames were acquired instead of the 

anticipated 20 frames; for the other points, 20 &es were acquired. The circled points 

do not lie anywhere near a smooth line in either Figure 4- 1 (a) or Figure 4- 1 (b). They lie 

below the lines in Figure 4-1 (a) and above the lines in Figure 4-1 (b). If the camera had 

failed to acquire an entire fiame, dividing by the number of fiames shouId have rectified 

the problern. However, Born Figure 4-1 @) it cm be seen that the greylevel per frame is 

higher than anticipated. Therefore, the carnera must have acquired more than 18 frames 

for those points, but not a full 19 fiames, and recorded only 18 fiames in the header file. 



Figure 4- 1 
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4.1.3 Clamping 

There appeared to be some dzerences in the profiles used to analyze the 

clamping error, in spite of the noise (see Figure 3-9). The differences, although veiy 

smaiI, depended on the size and intensity of the illuminated region. Examining the mean 

value of the greylevel in those first few columns for each image made it easier to quantie 
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the dserences in spite of the large amounts of noise. Table 7 shows the mean and 

standard error in the greylevels in these colurnns. 

Small iight fields tended to have their black Ievel clamped to a lower number than 

larger Iight fields. Furthemore, the black levels did not agree with each other within the 

limits aliowed by their uncertainties. However, the difference between the highest and 

lowest value was 0.42 greylevels, which was 0.2% of the 255 maximum greylevels 

possible in the image. Therefore, the errors in clamping were deemed negligible. 

Shape Diameter Light level Mean &ylevel I SE 
Square 5 c m  Low 4-98 k 0.04 
Square 20 cm Low 5.3 1 * 0.04 
Square 5 cm 4.89 * 0.04 
Square 20 cm High 5.07 * 0-04 
Circle 5 cm Low 4.92 k 0.04 
Circle 20 cm Low 5.0 1 =t 0.04 
Circle 5 cm HiSh 4-90 * 0-04 
Circle 20 cm 5.05 * 0.04 

Table 7 Details of images acquired to investigate clarnping error in the 
Newvicon camera 

4 1.3.2 CCD camera 

The analysis of the CCD camera clamping data, which was just as noisy as the 

Newvicon camera data, was treated in the same way as that for the Newvicon camera. 

The mean and standard error in the greylevel values were calculated for each type of 

profile. Table 8 shows a summary of the data acquired. 

In most cases, the images with a srnader illurninated region showed a lower 

average black value. However, the differences were still very srnall. The difference 

between the lowest and highest greylevels is 1.89 greylevels, or 0.7% of the maximum of 

255 greylevels available. Therefore, the clamping error was considered to be negligible 

in comparison to other sources of uncertainty of the CCD. 



Shape Diameter Integration Time Mean greylevel SE 
Square 5 cm 30 ms 19.71 & 0.02 
Square 20 cm 30 ms 19.98 I 0.02 
Square 5 cm 60 ms 20.03 + 0.02 
Square 20 cm 60 rns 20.49 & 0.02 
Square 5cm 90 ms 20-1 1 h 0.02 
Square 20 cm 90 ms 19-65 * 0.03 
Circie 5 cm 30 ms 19.15 0.02 
Circle 20 cm 30 ms 29.96 h 0.02 
Circle 5 cm 60 ms 19.49 * 0.02 
Circle 20 cm 60 rns 20.49 & 0.02 
Circle 5 cm 90 ms 19.70 + 0.02 
Circle 20 cm 90 rns 21.04 * 0.03 

Table 8 Details of images acquired to investigate clamping error in the 
CCD camera 

4.1.4 Lens vignetting 

In both carneras, the Iens vignetting effect is most severe for the largest aperture 

openkg. Unfortunately, due to the low light levels expenenced in portal imaging, this is 

the aperture setting which must be used in data acquisition. In Figure 3-1 1 and Figure 3- 

12, the profiles chosen for plotting were selected because they represented the two 

extremes of aperture settings, as well as the aperture setting which resulted in the Ieast 

variation across the fieId of view. For both the Newvicon and CCD cameras, the "ideal" 

aperture setting was F/2.8 for both cameras. 

For the Newvicon camera, the vertical profiles took on a strange shape, indicating 

that something in addition to lens vignetting is causing an increased response toward the 

top of the image. The cause of this unexpected response was never identified. 



4.2 Spatial dependence 

4.2.1 Removal of lens vignetting effect 

As described in Section 3.2.2, alI images were corrected for lens vignetting by 

dividing the background corrected image by the aperture correction image. This served 

to remove the drastic effects caused by the use of the largest aperture available on the 

lenses. 

4.2.2 Source of asymmetrical response 

Even afler correction for aperture effects, the system as a whole showed a 

nonuniform response in the vertical direction. From examination of Figure 3- 17, it c m  

be seen that the response of the system to a Iight input near the "bottorn" of the image 

(where the rnirror was farthest from the phosphor screen) was up to 25% greater than 

near the middle or top of the image. Subsequent measurements were made to atternpt to 

determine the cause of this nonuniforrnity. 

The camera was irnmediately excluded as a suspect because both carneras 

demonstrated the sarne effect. The radiation field used for a11 the different grid points 

was identical, because it was the box which was moved around, rather using than the 

asymmetnc jaw settings on the linear accelerator. Therefore the radiation field could not 

have been the cause. 

To determine if the effect was caused by the brass/phosphor screen, the 

brass/phosphor screen was rotated by 180". The sensitivity measurements were repeated 

for the grid points around the edges of the region, where most of the variation was 

obsexved. In spite of this rearrangement, the higher greylevel for the same light input still 



appeared near the bottom of the image, indicating quite clearly that this effect was not 

due to the brass or phosphor. 

The increased response may be caused by the angie of the rnirror. The mirror7s 

presence in the optical chah can inîroduce scatter: because of roughness on the rnirrors' 

surface, Light reflected fiom the &or may not be reflected at precisely the angle 

expected and subsequently be observed at the corresponding position on the detection 

surface of the camera, but it may be reflected at a slightly difYerent angie. Over the 

distance between the mirror and the camera, a s m d  angular deflection could cause a 

photon which originated in the ROI being investigated to deviate sufficiently that it 

would not be counted by the camera in the ROI. Instead, it would be counted somewhere 

outside of the ROI. 

Furthemore, since the mirror is situated at a 45" angle to the optical path, the 

distance between the rnirror and the camera is diEerent for the bottom and the top of the 

33 cm x 2 1 cm region studied. Therefore, the solid angle subtended by the ROI used in 

the average is larger for a point near the bottom of  the mirror than near the top. In fact, 

the ratio of solid angle subtended at the bottom of the region studied to that at the top of 

the same region is 1.42 for the Newvicon camera and 1.37 for the CCD camera. If the 

mirror introduces a smdl amount of scatter into the photons, it is thus possible that more 

photons would succeed in being counted when they originate near the bottom of the 

mirror than the top of the mirror. 



4.3.1 CCD camera: "Electronic overshoot" 

Both cameras showed a slight increase in greylevel with field size for very small 

field sizes when the light box was used. Rajapakshe [Ra931 also observed this effect and 

quoted Roehrig and Fu as having observed and explained this phenornenon as "electronic 

overshoot". The sharp gradient present at the edge of the light field causes electronic 

instability and overreaction in the camera. Figure 4-2 shows horizontal profiles 

constructed by averaging 12 pixels in some of the light field data. The "horns" 

characteristic of this effect are clearly visible. The light field itself was checked with a 

radiometer to ascertain that the homs were not real. The radiometer showed no such 

variation across the edge of the light field. 

For small field sizes, the "horns" overlap and cause an apparent increase in 

greylevel. Therefore, the data for the small light field sizes do not represent veiling &are 

and shouid not be used. However, such sharp gradients are never present in radiation 

fields, because the penumbra is much wider. Figure 4-3 shows profiles through the 

images acquired using radiation fields. The horns are not present. The increase in 

response near the field edges is due to the imperfect flatness of the radiation field itself. 
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Figure 4-2 Profiles of images of liglit fields for a) the Ne~wicon camera. 
and b) the CCD camera, for square field sizes of 2 cm 4 cm, 
and 16 cm at the detector surface. 
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Figure 4-3 Profiles of images of radiation fields for a) the Neiwicon 
camera, and b) the CCD carnera, for square field sizes of 2 cm, 
1 cm, and 16 cm at isocentre. 

4.3.2 Equivalence of circular and square fields 

It was possible to collect light field glare data for both circular and square fields. 

Since the MX2 is not equipped with a multi-leafcolIimator, it was not possible to acquire 

radiation data for circular fields. However, the data sets with and without the mirror 



(experiments B and C) were coiiected for both circular and square fields. The plots in 

Figure 3-17 and Figure 3-18 show that the response of the system was essentially the 

sarne for circular and square fields of a given area. For any given measurement, one 

shape appeared to result in a higher response than the other, but this trend was seen to 

reverse itself for subsequent measurement. 

This may be explained by recalling that although the circular and square 

collimators were centred as well as possible in the field of view of the camera, it was not 

possible to centre them perfectly. In fact, a survey of the centre locations of the different 

data sets (see Table 9) indicates a standard deviation as large as 0.46 cm for the 

Newvicon camera measurements and 0.28 cm for the CCD camera measurements. 

Camera Shape Experiment X Y~ 
Newvicon squares A 252 230 

circles 
squares 
circles 
squares C 258 240 

MEAN (pixels) 254.4 241.4 
S D  (pixels) 6.4 9-2 

SD (cm) 0.38 0.46 
CCD squares A 567 238 

circles B 568 248 
squares B 577 258 
circles C 548 23 1 
squares C 552 24 1 

MEAN (pixels) 562.4 243.2 
SD (pixels) 12.1 10.3 
SI, (cm) 0.19 0.28 

Table 9 Sumrnary of location of the centres K Y )  of the shapes used in 
glare measurements 

For experiment B, which included the rnirror, the glare measurements made closer 

to the top of the rnirror (squares for the Newvicon camera, circles for the CCD camera) 

showed a higher response for larger field sizes (see Figure 3-17). For the experiments 

without the minor, the circular and square field data agreed well within the noise present. 



The nonuniformity in response fiorn top to bottom of the mirror must have some effect 

on the dserence in response between circular and square fields. 

However, since this change in response seemed to depend on position of the 

centre rather than the shape, it was concluded that squares and circles could be treated in 

the same rnanner ifthe area of each was used as the descriptive parameter. 

4.3.3 Causes of glare 

Cornparison of the glare measurernents shown in Figure 3-15, Figure 3- 17, and 

Figure 3-18 point to the mirror and light-tight box system as the source of the increase in 

glue for larger field sizes. For the data acquired without the rnirror and light-tight box 

(Figure 3- 18)' &er an initiai sharp rise, the data levels off. 

The plateau regions of the plots, as outlined in Table 10, were fit to straight lines 

to determine if there was a significant difference in slope. The parameters of these fits 

are shown in Table 10. 

The last column of Table 10 shows the percent change in greylevel over the range 

x = 95 cm2 to x = 256 cm2. This range was selected because it was the largest range 

which was valid for d l  the fits. 

There is a difference between the two cameras in the range used for fitting the 

data fiom experiment C. This is due to difficulties with that particular data set for the 

Newvicon camera. First, the two highest data points (beyond x = 256 cm2) for the 

Newvicon camera were discarded, because the aperture was accidentally burnped during 

the rneasurernents. This caused a sudden decrease in light level of 10% for the Iast two 

points, which was not noticed until the data were analyzed. Second, the "leveling-off' 

region for the Newvicon camera started at a larger fieId site than for the CCD camera. 



From Figure 3-18 it can be seen that this is partly due to the noise present in the data. 

Because of this, for that fit only, the circular data was also used to increase the number of 

data points used in the fit. 

Camera Experiment x-range SIope Intercep t xt O h  change 
used (cm2) from x = 95 

to x =  256 
Newvicon A 49-767 0,034 0.002 136.4 k 0.5 7.693 3.8 

B 49-400 0.026 * 0.001 L69.2 0.3 0.355 2-4 
C 95-256 0.010 * 0.004 140.1 * 0.7 8.147 1.3 

CCD A 49-767 0.64 * 0.04 1780 10 3.032 5 -3 

Table 10 Parameters of fits for the linear portions of the glare data. Only 
square field data were used, with the exception of Nemicon, 
experiment C, which combined the square and circular data to 
provide a better fit. 

Table 10 indicates that the a drastic change in glare is experienced when the 

mirror and light-tight box are introduced into the system. For the Newvicon camera, the 

glue increases nearly by a factor of 2, while for the CCD camera, the glare increases by a 

factor of 5. The diEerence between the two carneras may be due to differences in lens 

quality and size, as well as the slight difference in the distance of the cameras from the 

rnirror. hother  increase of a factor of 2 for both cameras is observed when the brass and 

the radiation are introduced into the system. Since the phosphor screen had been used for 

experiment B, the only difference between experiments B and A was the presence of the 

radiation field and the brass plate. The reflective properties of the phosphor screen would 

have remained the same. Therefore, the brass plate and the radiation both contribute to 

the glare observed on the centrai mis. 



4.3.4 Spatial dependence of glare 

To determine if the increase in EPID sensitivity near the bottom of the mirror had 

anything to do with the veiling glare measurernents, experirnent B was repeated with the 

squares centred at a point near the top of the screen (near the mirror) and a point near the 

bottom of the screen (away from the mirror). The field sizes used ranged £tom 4 x 4 cm2 

to 16 x 16 cm2. The 16-cm collimator was placed so that it just lined up with the edge of 

the fieId of view for each canera, and a series of measurernents were taken. These data 

are shown in Figure 4-4- 

The data acquired near the bottom of the mirror show a higher overall greylevel. 

This trend is expected, since the EPID is more sensitive in the bottom region of the 

mirror. 

However, the differences in percent change in greylevel over those ranges is not 

as easy to explain. A surnrnary of the percent changes over the range plotted in 

Figure 4-4 (x = 16 cm2 to x = 256 cm2) is shown in Table 11. The percent changes over 

the same range when the glare measurements are made in the centre of the field of view 

are included in Table 1 I for cornparison. 

The change in EPID response which occurs for light fields centred at the top and 

middle of the mirror is at least double that for light fields centred near the bottorn of the 

mirror. Obviously there is something contributing to the glare in addition to the 

increased sensitivity. Munro wu981 has constructed a mode1 which shows that light 

reflected back toward the phosphor could re-excite the phosphor and produce additional 

light photons, which would contribute the glare. The increased glare observed as the 

light fields get doser to the top of the mirror would appear to support that theory. This 



may not be a factor for the srnaller fields (3 cm x 3 cm) that were used in the sensitivity 

measurements, but the @are measurements used rnuch larger field sizes. With more 

photons illurninating a larger part of the system, reflections within the light-tight box may 

become significant, and the possibility for scattered light to be detected in the ROI is 

increased. 

- -- -- 
Carnera Location Coordinates Coordinates Percent 

of centre (pixels) (cm) change 
Newvicon TOP (267, 145) (0,65,4.73) 8 %  

Middle (255,244) (-0.06, 0.20) 11 % 
Boitom (274, 334) (1 -06, -4.68) 4 % 

CCD TOP (559, 139) (-0.28, 6.34) 9 %  
Middie (577, 258) (0.35, 0.92) 8 % 
Bottom (562,348) (-0.18, 6.42) 3% 

Table 1 1 Percent change over the range x = 16 cm2 to ?c = 256 cm2 for the 
dinerent light field positions. 



llluminated area (cm2) 

llluminated area (cm2) 
Figure 4 4  Glare measurements for square light fields centred at points 

near the bottom (v) and top (A) of the field of vieiv for a) the 
Nemicon camera, and 6 )  the CCD camera- The error bars are 
too srnail to be seen on this scale. 



A careful study of Figures 3-20 (a) and 3-21 (a) reveals primarily that the results 

&om the Newvicon camera are not to be trusted, due to the problem of missing fiames 

discussed in 4.1.2.1. The points which make the lines appear noisy are the data points 

where insufficient numbers of frames were acquired. By comparison, the CCD camera 

plots in Figures 3-20 (b) and 3-21 (b) show very "good" behaviour of the measured 

greylevel with change in absorber thickness. 

If the EPID were an ideal detector, both plots in Figure 3-21 should be horizontal 

lines, and ali four lines for the different field sizes should lie on top of each other. 

Ignoring the points which are obviously in error due to the missing frames, there is still a 

definite change in greylevel recorded by the EPID for different field sizes, even when the 

dose is corrected for. Two factors contribute to this increase: veiling glare, and spectral 

effects in the EPID. 

The data fiorn Figure 3-2 1 were analyzed as a function of fieId size for different 

phantom thicknesses, to determine if the phantom contributed to the glare. Figure 4-5 

shows a plot of these data for phantom thicknesses of 23-9 cm, 1 1.9 cm, and 4.0 cm- 

The change in greylevel with field size was then compared to the change in 

greylevel observed with an open field (veiling glare experiment A). For a rough estimate, 

the percent change between the two extremes of field size shown in Figure 4-5 was used 

for comparison. Table 12 shows a surnmary of these numbers for the CCD camera data 

only. (The Newvicon data will not be considered here, because of the errors in the 

number of h e s  acquired, as discussed in Section 4.1.2.1.) 



From the data shown in Table 12, it would appear that only part of the effect is 

caused by veiling glare fiom the light photons. A rough cdculation from the numbers 

shown seems to  indicate that of the 24% variation observed for the largest phantom 

thickness (23 -9 cm), 1 1% is due to optical veiling glare, 8% is due to the radiation field, 

and an additionai 5% is due to the presence of the phantom itself. For the smallest 

phantom thickness (4.0 cm), oniy about 1% of the increase can b e  attributed to the 

presence of the phantom. 

Phantom thickness Percent change 

1 1.9 cm 22.7 % 
4.0 cm 20-0 % 

O cm (radiation field) 18.9 % 
O cm (light field, e'ctrapoiated) 11.1 % 

Table 12 Percent change in greylevel for the CCD camera data for dzerent 
phantom thicknesses. for field sizes ranging from 48.0 cm' to 

l rradiated area (cm2) 

Figure 4-5 PIots of data from Fi,we 3-2 1 as a function of field size. rather 
than phantom thickness. for three di@erent phantom 
thicknesses: 23 -9 cm (iJ- 1 1.9 cm (O). and 4 cm (v). Note that 
the error bars are comparable in size to the data points 
themselves. 

767.3 cm2. 



When a phantom is introduced into the beam, two opposing effects will be 

observed. Firsf the phantom will introduce scatter into the beam, so that the dose 

measured on the central axis wili uicrease, This effect will be most noticeable for the 

primary bearn. Second, the lower-energy photons will be preferentiaily attenuated, so 

that the average energy of the beam will increase, and the central axis dose wiIl decrease. 

This effect will be rnost noticeable for the scatter component of the bearn. Therefore, 

depending on whether the p n m q  or scatter cornponent of the beam is dominant, the 

dose may increase or decrease with increasing phantom thickness. Table 13 shows a 

summary of the flatness of the response, compared to zero phantom thickness, over the 

range of phantom thicknesses measured. 

A closer look at Figure 3-21 (b) demonstrates these effects. For the smallest field 

size, where the beam is mostly made up of pnmary photons, the EPID response decreases 

by 3 -4% with increasing phantom thickness, over the range shown. The data in 

Figure 3-21 @) were divided by the ionization chamber reading, which is proportional to 

the dose. Therefore, if the dose is increasing, the EPID response would be expected to 

decrease when divided by the ionization chamber reading. 

For the two middle field sizes shown in Figure 3-21 @), the change in response is 

less than 1.5% (see Table 13). This indicates that beam hardening and scatter are 

approximately equal and opposite in effect. For the largest field size, the response 

increases by 4.2%. Larger field sizes have a greater scatter cornponent, which would be 

afFected by beam hardening. Therefore, the dose would decrease and the EPID response 

would increase. 



In spite of these smati variations with phantom thickness, the change in EPID 

response is small for al1 the data shown Figure 3-21 @). The dependance on phantom 

thickness varies fiom an overresponse of approximately 4% for larger field sizes to an 

underresponse of approximately 3% for s m d  field sizes, with intermediate field sizes 

exhibithg an underresponse of approximately 1%. As explained before, the plots for 

different field sizes do not overlap, but most of this effect is caused by glare involving 

light photons inside the EPID light-tight box. 

Field size at the detector surface Percent change 

Table 12 Summary of percent change in E P D  response over the range of 
phantom thicknesses t from r = O cm to t = 23.9 cm, 



5 Conclusions 

The CCD camera is undoubtedly an improvement over the Newvicon camera 

used in the portal imagïng system. The data acquired with the CCD canera show 

considerably less variation than the  Newvicon camera in every situation. Central axis 

exit dosimetry, similar to that described by Kirby m93, Ki951 wouid be possible with 

the CCD camera and iïght-tight box setup, or even with a permanent replacement of the 

Newvicon camera curïently in use in the B E A M V I E W ~ ~ ~ ~  portal imager. However, the 

0.5 s delay between f h n e s  would make the quantitative use of the camera impossible for 

any type of dynarnic therapy. In addition, software appropriate for everyday clinicd use 

would need to be developed before a permanent installation of the CCD camera- 

The spatially nonuniform response should be investigated hrther to conclusively 

determine its cause. The dserence  in distance between the camera and the top or bottom 

of the rnirror has been proposed as a cause of the nonuniform response. However, other 

possibilities exist for the cause of this nonuniforrnity. For example, there could be a 

physical irregularity with the rnirror- It may be more reflective near the bottom than near 

the top. Ifit were rotated by 180°, and the effect reversed itself, this would be shown to 

be the case. However, if this were attempted, and the effect did not reverse itself, the 

increased sensitivity could be expfained by the scatter introduced by the rnirror itself, as 

discussed. 

The nonunifonn glare observed in the system would make the production of dose 

maps by the deconvolution of EPID images quite difficult. Such a deconvolution has 

been performed by Pasma pa98], but their calculation assumed that the glare function 



was spatidy invariant. For the spatially variant glue obsenred here, measurernents of 

the veiling glare would have to be made at all points across the EPID surf?ace. 

The Newvicon carnera and software were unreliabie. The software which 

acquired the images occasionally stopped acquisition before the radiation was off, which 

caused a loss in greylevel in the image. It appeared to do this randomiy. Therefore, the 

greylevels measured by the Newvicon camera could not be used for quantitative 

applications- 

The Newvicon camera data were noisy. The standard error in the mean greylevel 

did not seem to account for the actual variation in measured greylevel. This can be 

confirmed by the plots of Newvicon camera data, which displayed more variation than 

the error bars accounted for. A systematic uncertainty which changed from fiame to 

frame might account for such variation. It could cause the greylevel to be higher or lower 

for a aven &me, but still result in a small standard error. 

Even though the CCD camera was a clear improvernent over the old Newvicon 

carnera, the nonuniform veiling glare would make deconvohtion of EPJD images for 

portal dose maps extremely difficult. Nevertheless, this system could be calibrated to 

give measurements of central axis exit dose. 
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